From Moral Decay to a Better Way!
We believe during the last generation the American people have digressed further in a
moral quagmire of debauchery. One of the worst acts is the legalization of abortion, the
killing of the baby in the womb. Bad enough to have medical doctors who rip apart the
baby, but to have the mother to voluntarily present herself at the killing clinic for the job
is an outrage not sanctioned for hundreds of years and certainly never in America.
We need to do everything we can to stop the killing. That is the main task of our unit
PASTORS FOR LIFE. But we need to look at the root causes for why we have
digressed so far.
Abortions and out-of-wedlock births are twin problems caused by sexual promiscuity.
We have turned into a Nation of sexual maniacs, obsessed by the exploitation of
women in pornography, movies and sexual services. This all accelerated after World
War II when the movies loosened previous moral guidelines and publications like
PLAYBOY magazine appeared. The 1973 Supreme Court decision that legalized
abortion was one of the key events that opened the floodgates of the sexual revolution
in America.
But what is the root cause of our sexual promiscuity? It is the willful disobedience of
God’s biblical instructions for righteous, decent and happy living. Another problem is the
lack of knowledge of God and His involvement in our lives. Many grow up in secular
orientated families who have no idea of whom Jesus is.
This then is the mission of the COUNCIL FOR BIBICAL PRINCIPLES, to educate
people about God’s Commandments and expectations so we do not continue on the
path of self-destruction.
The following is from II Corinthians 3: 4-5 and we want it to be our marching orders for
Virginia Christians:
“We are confident of all this because of our great trust in God through Christ. It is not
that we think we can do anything of lasting value by ourselves. Our only power and
success come from God.”
By Greene Hollowell

